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About This Content

This Cosmetic DLC adds over 120 unique heads (over 60 per gender) to King Arthur's Gold.

Each head represents a flag of the world. There are also Jolly Roger and Rainbow/Pride flags.
Use them to celebrate your heritage and bring some colour onto the battlefield!
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List of flags currently supported:

Poland

Australia

England

Ireland

Scotland

Wales

New Zealand

Australian Aboriginal

Tino Rangatiratanga (Maori)

Canada

USA

Italy

Germany

Russia

France

Netherlands

Sweden
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Norway

Spain

Belgium

Finland

Denmark

Portugal

Turkey

Iceland

Switzerland

Hungary

Belarus

Slovakia

Latvia

Israel

Palestine

Czech Republic

Ukraine

Mexico

Chile

Brazil

Argentina

Jamaica

Papua New Guinea

Tonga

Samoa

Korea

China

Singapore
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Thailand

Japan

Hong Kong

Malaysia

Taiwan

Indonesia

Philipines

India

Vietnam

South Africa

Egypt

Kenya

Somalia

Sudan

Georgia

Greece

Syria

Syrian Independence Flag

Mali

Austria

Estonia

Tunisia

Libya

Lithuania

The Faroe Islands

Puerto Rico

Cuba
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Greenland

Dominican Republic

Iraq

Jolly Roger

Rainbow

Requests for missing countries/nations etc will be considered via the support email.
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Title: King Arthur's Gold: Flags of the World Heads Pack
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Transhuman Design
Release Date: 13 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.5 Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64MB Integrated

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 256 MB available space

English,French,Russian
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The writing and theme feel a little derivative of the Portal series, which would normally irritate me if it weren't done
exceptionally well, but fortunately that is the case here. If that were still a negative for some, the rest of the experience makes
up for it in setting, technical effects, concept and execution.
. A fun game to play every now and then. Nothing mindblowing or super complex by any means, but still pretty fun to play.
Only recommended during a sale, though.. Wow just Wow!!

Now i just need a physical box copy :)

Perfect retro style classic!! If you love ghosts n goblins this is for you!!

. Nice novella. This game was fun at the start but it got booring because the levels won't get much harder and change!. Fairly
short and not replayable. You have to do the same minigame few times which just inflates the game time. It is enjoyable but I
expected more.. 1st season was great.
2nd season was great.
Can't wait for more!
. Absolutely gorgeous puzzles, both visually and mentally.

The challenge is not too hard (maybe even too easy for some hardcore puzzlers out there - you might be done in under 2 hours),
but the sheer elegance with which everything is designed here makes this game well worth its very low price.

The only words you'll see are the team members' names in the credits, and despite that everything you can or must do is
absolutely clear. This is top notch classy interface design.

The sound works really well too: every interaction sounds and mixes seamlessly with the background music, quite a bit like what
you find in Hexcells.

In short: great puzzle game almost for free, highly recommended.
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It's not even a game.. Ayumi is a pretty good horror game at a nice price.
I've loved rpgmaker horror games for several years now. With a crappy laptop that couldn't cope with most games, they were the
only games I could play without giving my laptop a heart attack. I won't say Ayumi is up there with The Witch's House and Ib,
but it's a decent effort.
I'm a sucker for spaceship horror, and the atmosphere to be found in Ayumi's eerie deserted spaceship did not disappoint me.
Although it claims inspiration from Lovecraft and The King in Yellow, I found more in common with Dead Space (the dev is
seemingly aware of this - peppering the game with references). The story doesn't suffer from the comparison however. Ayumi
doesn't go out of its way to explain what is happening, putting you more in the shoes of the protagonist as she explores. In the
protagonist I found someone I could sympathise with, particularly as I started to suspect just what had happened.
There is lots to explore and lots of secrets to uncover. The game is relatively short, and even shorter if you just go for the
ending.
There were a few things I disliked - the enemies who kill you instantly when you walk into them. Granted, they are easy to
avoid, but in the dark I found myself wandering into bugs more often than I care to admit. The credits system helps here, as you
can use them to activate security mechs which clear the area for you.
As far as I can tell there are no original assets, everything is from rpgmaker. But the creativity present in the game makes up for
it in my opinion.
There is no menu, or inventory screen. The only way to quit the game, besides closing manually, is in the save rooms and there's
no way to see what items you have. The latter annoyed me more, as I couldn't see which keys I had. There's also no map, which
didn't really bother me but was kind of annoying at certain points.
All in all, I enjoyed Ayumi - I'm sure I'll go back to it at some point to see if there are other endings, and to try and pick up the
other achievements.. ls: command not found
literally unplayable. This game used to be alright, before the new update. It felt extremely unrealistic at first, but after playing
with the ingame settings for a while I managed to get something that felt alrightish. Now with the new update a lot of those
settings are gone, and replaced with "rates". It feels like to me that this was a step back rather than forward. This being fixed
along with some menu updates, it still could have potential. As of now, I would rather find something else.

Unless there is something I've missed, it is now way harder to control throttle especially indoors. (had to enable throttle expo to
2 for it to not shoot into the ceiling on 5% throttle.)
It sort of feels like a step in the right direction at some places. And two steps back in others. I miss the settings for weight, and
the rates settings, doesn't seem to go high enough, and the roll, pitch and yaw can feel a bit too cinematic at the moment.

. time consuming addictive unfair game.... The only thing I have to complain about is the speed of the game the movement was
oddly slow and it seems like the "puzzels" are a littil weak.

Hamilton's Great Adventure _-3/10-_. A true cult classic if you havent played this can you even call yourself a GAMER!
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